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I. Introduction

In reference to the Agreement of the Director General No 85AIRA.O.A, dated 3'd March 2020 on
agreeing the Standard and Quality Assuarance Unit of the NRA to conduct monitoring the
operations of NPA which implementing activities under the Memorandum of Understanding and
following Standard of Operating Procedures (SOP) in Salavane, Ta Oi, Toumlan, Lakhonpheng,
Vapee, Kongxedon, Laonngarm, and Samouay Districts, commencing from 9th - 15s March
2020.In this monitoring visit, the Quality Assurance Team of the NRA which was joined by the
officer from Provincial Regulatory Authority Office. The team comprised of:

1. Mr Vilaysack Vongsayachanh Team Leader
2. Mr Bounnan Rattanavong Technician, Member
3. Mr Phouvong Sisamark Technician, Member
4. Mr Vongsaeng Sisoulith Techniciar, Member
5. Mr Souksavanh Chanthasomboun Technician, Member
6. Mr Khamphanh Sivongsa, Officer from PRA Office of Salavane Province
7. Mr Ko Douanpaseuth, SEOD of NPA Salavane Province

1. Purpose of Monitoring

To follow up and monitor the operations, which focuses to monitor the UXO clearance
techniques, to observe the technicians, management and control, the technique ofNon-Technical
and Technical Surveys, UXO Clearance and Destruction with high efficiency, being safer and to
improve the operations, tracking on tlle progress of work plan implementation of the plan and
for conholling as a uniform system in the same standard.

2. ){umber of staff

Cunently, the operations of NPA in Salavane Province consists of 80 people, 18 females, 14

offrce staff, 2 females, 66 field staff with 16 females, divided into 8 teams, 6 Survey Teams, 2
Clearance Teams, 8 Team Leaders and all technicials have passed training courses that provided
by NPA.

3, The situation of UXO Clearance

The UXO Clearance of NPA in Salavane Province has been implementing in the districts that
defined in Memorandum of Understanding, such as: Salavane, Ta Oil, Toomlan, Lakhonpheng,
Vapee, Kongxedon, Laonngarm, and Samouay Districts. The progress figures in two month
times, January to February as TS achieved 298,60 hectares of areas; of this, 175.5 hectares have

been created CHAs, areas clearance achieved 34.98 hectares, and 383 items ofUXOs have been

destroyed. In actual implementing there were 4 main activities as:
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A.

I ) Non-Techincal Survey
2) Technical Survey
3) Roving
4) UXO Clearance

Inspecting of the relevant documents in the office: There was a document system in NPA
Salavane province, and the information has been systematically managed such as, second
level survey report, level three completion report, intemal quality conhol form, diary book,
form for reporting of unidentified UXO, accident evacuation plan, staff blood group and
other documents are considered to be complete in accordance with standard operating
procedures.

Technical Survey ofNPA in Salavane province. Visited Technical Survey Team 01 which
has been conducting TS since March 3rd, 2020 in Koksavath village, Salavane district. The
Technical Survey team collected information from UXO Lao and from NPA for previous
clearance data and also inquiried the people, went to see evidence points for gathering
information which the team conducted in box 61. Apart from tthis, the team also deshoyed 1

item of BLU26 that was reported by people. Through the monitoring it was considered that
planning, setting up sentry points, safety distance were carried out in accordance with
Standard Operating Procedures.

UXO Clearance Work: Before clearance team was deployed to conduct clearance in the site,
they had to have information from TS which provided by data base unit, then they could
conduct clearance, especially in Sapon village. This village had a Confirmed Hazardous
Area - CHA-2018-05 its areas was 232,793 m2, of this, 181,893 m2 could clear and 50,900
m2 could not. This site currently is an agricultural land, previously 338 Ciuster Munitions
were found and found 2 more items of other UXOs. Team BAC003 conducted clearance on
this. The monitoring team found that control point, fieid markings were conducted
accordingly with chapter 3 of NPA's Standard Operating Procedures.

D. Conducted quality control on 2 clearance sites in Thathouay and Dongnong villages,
Salavane District. Thathouay village site ID No: NPA-AC-2019-1401015-002, areas cleared
261,854 m2, and conducted QC 2% or 5,000 m2 150 m x 50 m x 2boxes); Dongnong village,
Site ID No:NPA-AC-2019 1401024-013, Team ID: BAC 01, area cleared 118,886 m2,
conduted QC 2Yo or 2,500 nf (20 m x 50 m/2boxes), (20 m x 25 m/1box,20 m x 30
m/1box).

II. Results of Monitoring

Through the visit to the survey and clearance sites ard UXO destruction which conducting by
Norwegian People's Aid, Salavane Province, it was considered that:

1. Good Points
- NPA could not confinn that Technical Survey was completed in whole village areas,

could complete only on the points where it has UXO contamination information.
- NPA Salavane Province got improved as recommended by NRA, such as the did not

allowed medic and driver to conduct clearance similarly as deminers, such as digging,
prodding on the clearance site.

- Team Leader performed his duty very well, especially he briefed about background of
the site, condition of the land, setting up control point and the other points were in line
with Standard Operating Procedures.

- Field documents, such as the record of daily dectector testing, staff blood group, staff
allergy, form for recording of SEOD monitoring, form for recording of visitor's visit to
the field, and etc were available.
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B.

c.



- Regular communication has been used short wave system and mobile phone.

- Techniques of UXO clearance and destruction have been followed the project Standard
Operating Procedures and regulations ofNPA in Laos which mainly highlited safety first.

- Vehicles for fie1d staff use in the field are sufficient.
- Before deploying teams to conduct clearance task they anaiysed historical data first to get

to know the level ofthe impact.
- The Quality Control of the NPA, they carried out as follow: Section Comander carried

30 Yo, Team Leader conducted 10 % in the cleared boxes to ensure it was free of UXO.
- In the cleared areas that QM Team from NRA conducted quality control in 2 sites there

was no UXO contamination and no piece of UXO fragments that bigger thal half Of
BLU26.

2. Remaining Issues

- The form for recording of the explosive in the field in- out.

- The form for recording ofthe unidentifred [IXO.
- The handover of cleared land of NPA should be participated by officer from PRA Office

for a witness.

3. Proposals

- When bomblet was found the team had to take 3 days to destroy because they
could not issue explosive from the storage due to the explosive was not
permitted to keep ovemight outside, it must be retumed to the storage every day.

- The existing members of a Teachnical Survey Team comprised of 6 people, it was
requested to add one more person because we wanted the driver stay with and look after
the vehicle throughtout the working hours.

There fore, we have reported to you for your information.

Director General NRA Standard and Quality Assurance Unit

Delivered Location:

- PRA Salavane Province 'for reporl'
- NPA - Vientiane Capital and Salavane Province 'for report'
- NRA Office for filing


